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MESSAGE FROM YOUR PRESIDENT

Needed: Hospital liaisons!
ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT GOALS I
would like to accomplish during my presidency
with the Chicago Medical Society is to rebuild the
organization. Specifically, I want to align the activities of CMS with its stated mission, so that we
may better serve the varied needs of our members. The first step in accomplishing this goal is to
redefine the core objectives of CMS, so that we
may build up the organization’s infrastructure.
By strengthening the foundation of CMS, we will
lay the groundwork for a successful Society.
It is crucial to have continuity in an organization, especially one as diverse as ours. Since we have members
throughout Chicago, it is important that everyone is
represented and that CMS is attuned to and mindful of
everyone’s needs on an ongoing basis. As such, I have
requested that each district trustee identify a liaison
from every hospital in Cook County. Each liaison will
be responsible for performing the following functions:
l Assisting with the recruitment and retention of
members.
l Providing CMS/ISMS presence at the hospitals.
l Assisting CMS/ISMS with scheduling legislative meetings.
l Participating in hospital medical staff meetings.
l Informing CMS/ISMS of physicians joining and
leaving the medical staffs.
l Collecting medical staff directories.

CMS President Saroja Bharati, MD, (at head of table)
leads the CMS Board of Trustees at the Aug. 15 meeting.

In addition to these responsibilities, the liaisons
will serve on the membership committees within
each district.
While this may seem like a lot of work, in actuality, these responsibilities do not require a large time
commitment. The liaisons will spend only a few
hours per month providing information and helping
with our objectives, thereby ensuring that all members have a voice and are represented. Obviously,
this will go a long way towards fulfilling the CMS
mission and serving our members.
If you’re interested in becoming a liaison or if you
have recommendations or suggestions, please contact
Ted Kanellakes (312) 670-2550.
I am confident that with the active participation of our leadership, we can build a
stronger CMS. Your assistance in this endeavor is a step in the right direction and is
greatly appreciated.
Thank you and, as always, I look forward
to working with you.
Saroja Bharati, MD
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MAKING ROUNDS

Educating kids to make healthy choices
CMS President Saroja Bharati, MD, met with Terry
Mason, MD, CDPH Commissioner on July 10 to
propose a program for educating schoolchildren
about healthy lifestyle habits. Dr. Bharati’s plan
would engage students with doctors in educational
games and incorporate books on healthy eating into
the academic curriculum. Programs could be tailored
to pre-school and elementary school-aged children.
Dr. Mason came into office vowing to make Chicago
one of the country’s fittest cities after a national
health magazine ranked it the “fattest.”

Unity is imperative
Dr. Bharati addressed the medical staff of West Suburban Hospital in Oak Park on July 23. Her talk focused on
the importance of CMS, ISMS and AMA membership.
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CMS AGENCY UPDATE

Delivering for physicians and organized medicine
IT HAS BEEN LESS THAN FOUR YEARS AND
only three full insurance renewal cycles since CMS
started its own medical malpractice insurance
agency to represent physicians. Nearly four years
later, the results have been excellent and the physician leadership is enthusiastic about building
upon a solid foundation.
The first goal was to help Chicago-area physicians in a difficult medical malpractice insurance
market. For the first time, Cook County doctors
have a physician-first brokerage agency no matter
how small the policy premium. Doctors who accept
offers for help receive assistance from staff members who answer directly to a board of physicians.
The Agency is physician-run, is built on the
same principles as CMS, and generously supports
CMS and the causes of organized medicine. The
successes achieved by organized medicine also enhance Cook County physicians’ ability to serve the
medical needs of the public.
“Our commitment to CMS members’ well-being
and the future of organized medicine has been a
driving force behind the Agency’s growth and development. This is an excellent example of a medical society that has been re-invigorated by its own
progressive ideas for the future. With the Agency’s
good head start, we have cemented a solid foundation to build upon for years to come,” said Steven
Malkin, MD, CMS Insurance Agency chairman.
If you have recently become a member of CMS
and have not signed up through the CMS Insurance Agency to renew your current coverage, to
maximize your savings potential, or to seek out an
alternative carrier via the Agency, we invite you to
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call CMS headquarters and ask to speak with an
Agency staff member. Agency staff can be reached
at (312) 670-2550.

No-smoking measure in Illinois
signed into law
CMS applauds efforts by anti-smoking advocates
AFTER NEARLY TWO DECADES OF INTENSE
lobbying and education, Illinois became the 19th
state to institute a broad smoking ban, to the approval of medical professionals, cancer survivors
and health advocates.
The comprehensive anti-smoking bill will prohibit smoking in all public buildings and in most
businesses and government vehicles effective Jan.
1, 2008. The law makes smoking illegal in bars and
restaurants, as well as places ranging from student
dormitories to private homes in which businesses
open to the public are operated.
The state law supersedes Chicago’s indoor
smoking ban, which would have allowed smoking
in bars until July 2008. Local communities will
still be free to pass even tougher no-smoking bans,
with those local rules superseding the state law.
“The new law is a victory for all Illinois residents, workers and visitors, who will soon benefit
from clean, smoke-free indoor environments that
will protect them from the deadly dangers of secondhand smoke,” said CMS President Saroja
Bharati, MD.
Gov. Rod Blagojevich signed the Smoke-Free Illinois
Act at Northwestern Memorial Hospital on July 23.
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OSBORN: GET OFF THE SIDELINES

ISMS president gives overview on Medicare, Medicaid and Malpractice
By Patrick Butler
ILLINOIS DOCTORS AND THEIR PATIENTS
face a double threat from legislative lassitude in
Springfield regarding Medicaid
funding and the removal of caps
on non-economic damage awards
in malpractice cases. And it’s time
for individual physicians themselves to start having frank talks
with both their patients and their
lawmakers, said Illinois State
Medical Society President Rodney
Dr. Osborn
Osborn, MD.
Reimbursement from the state—which must
fund the federally mandated Medicaid program—
is already inadequate and slow, Dr. Osborn said.
Just how much depends on the specialty. But
it’s low enough that some doctors either aren’t
participating in Medicaid anymore, or are reducing their participation, he said.
“I know with cataracts, the reimbursements are
considerably less (than the normal fees) for the
risk and time,” noted Dr. Osborn, adding that he’s
heard of instances where the payments were as
low as 40 percent of the normal fees.
Worst off, of course, are the practices—mostly
in low-income inner-city neighborhoods—that are
60 or 70 percent Medicaid, Dr. Osborn said. “If
they deliver $60 worth of care and get reimbursed
$16, they can’t stay in business.”
All this comes at the same time Gov. Rod Blagojevich has been trying to expand the state’s All Kids
program without offering much in the way of details on how he would pay for it, Dr. Osborn said.
Governor Blagojevich’s initial proposal to fund the
plan with a new Gross Receipt Tax was rejected by the
House, so then it was back to Square One, Dr. Osborn said.
Now, the governor has used his amendatory
veto powers on the long-delayed state budget,
diverting $500 million from programs, including
pork barrel projects for lawmakers, and spending
it instead on expanded health care coverage.
“It’s very hard to advise physicians because,
truthfully, the governor’s plan keeps changing,”
Dr. Osborn said.

Medicare problems
And the average doctor isn’t doing much better
with federal Medicare payments, which are slated to

be cut 10 percent in 2008, he added. Currently the
U.S. House incorporated a reversal of these payment
cuts in legislation expanding and re-authorizing the
state children’s health insurance program (SCHIP).
However, the U.S. Senate and president remain potential hurdles to the enactment of this new legislation.
Here again, doctors are going to have to decide
how much time they can afford to spend on
Medicare patients while trying to see enough other
patients to keep their offices open, Dr. Osborn said.
As with Medicaid, “being able to see a
(Medicare) patient three or four times a year
versus seeing that patient only once a year, depending on the illness or needs of that patient,
could in some cases amount to substandard
care,” he said.
“It’s all tied to Congress’ flawed SGR (Sustained
Growth Rate) formula that doesn’t take into account
the costs of investment in staff and up-to-date technology to maintain quality medicine,” he said.

Adding insult to injury
Turning to the recently enacted HB 1798, which
expands damage awards in wrongful death and
malpractice cases, Dr. Osborn said expanding the
non-economic damages may be a windfall for the
lawyers, but it’s a disaster-in-waiting for doctors
and their patients.
Before the 2005 Medical Liability Reform law
capped non-economic damages at $500,000 for
doctors and $1 million for hospitals, Illinois was
losing scores of doctors— especially obstetricians,
surgeons and neurosurgeons—and insurance
companies were writing fewer and fewer malpractice policies here, said Dr. Osborn.
The 2005 liability reforms have had some impact in stopping the doctor drain and have actually brought some doctors back to Illinois and lowered insurance rates an average of 5.2 percent,
“some more, some less, depending on the specialty and the region,” he said.
Dr. Osborn emphasized that the cap only applied to “non-economic” damages, which are not
measurable financial suffering such as loss of earning power or medical bills.
“However, HB 1798 expands the possible ‘grief’ categories in which non-economic damages can be
awarded in wrongful death lawsuits,” said Dr. Osborn.
“The key question is, what is the difference be-
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(continued)

tween ‘pain and suffering’ and ‘grief’? We believe
‘grief’ is already covered by ‘pain and suffering.’”
If HB 1798 isn’t repealed or struck down by the
courts, “it’s going to be a very difficult climate.
There could be another exodus of doctors from
Downstate areas as well as inner-city Chicago
neighborhoods,” said Dr. Osborn, noting that the
bill was supported by the Illinois Trial Lawyers Association and opposed by ISMS and the Illinois
Hospital Association, as well as the city of Chicago
and Cook County.

Time to fight
But while organized medicine, including the
ISMS, has been fighting to keep the caps on noneconomic damage awards and pushing for more
timely and realistic Medicaid reimbursements, it’s
time for individual doctors themselves to get off
the sidelines and start standing up for themselves
and their patients, Dr. Osborn said.
“That really is the best thing: as a constituency, physicians must alert their member of Congress or state legislator to what’s going to happen in their own district if they don’t do something. I look at Peoria where you’ve got (a population of) 30-40 percent retirees. The legislators

and Congressmen need to know that these folks
stand to lose access to adequate health care if the
reimbursement rates aren’t adjusted and the
SGR formula Congress uses to calculate
Medicare payments isn’t fixed. Congress knows
it, the budget office knows it, and the president
knows it. It’s just a question of when they’re
going to step up,” he said.
And doctors shouldn’t be afraid to play hardball
if necessary, he said, noting that while lobbying for
passage of the 2005 Medical Liability Reform, “it
took patients going to the legislators and telling
them that if the non-economic liability awards
weren’t capped, their districts were going to lose
doctors, industry and jobs. And that if the lawmakers couldn’t get it together, they’d have to be
replaced,” Dr. Osborn said.
“At that point they became receptive. I think
prior to that, they didn’t perceive it as affecting
them personally. There are always things that affect the constituents, but this time they realized it
wasn’t just the doctors talking, it was the voters,”
Dr. Osborn said.
Writer Patrick Butler is a Chicago journalist, columnist and
a former political editor.
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ISMS UPDATE

Medical Litigation Reform celebrates two-year anniversary
Many physicians think of summer as a typically
quiet time at ISMS, but that is definitely not the
case! Here are just a few recent developments and
activities of which you should be aware.
AUGUST 25TH MARKED THE SECOND
anniversary of Illinois’ hard-won medical litigation reform law. Two short years have already
brought modest improvements in the Illinois litigation environment, with the promise of further
gains ahead should the Illinois Supreme Court uphold the law. It took Illinois a long time to get into
this mess, and it will take time to heal as well.
To date, plaintiffs’ lawyers have filed three lawsuits challenging the constitutionality of the 2005
litigation reforms, and both sides submitted initial
briefs last month. The first hearing is slated to occur
Sept. 17th in the Circuit Court of Cook County’s
Law Division. ISMS and ISMIE Mutual have retained prominent constitutional scholar Ted Olson
to represent members and policyholders in defense
of reform. Attorney General Lisa Madigan, the
state’s chief legal advocate, is charged with heading
up the entire defense effort. Watch for special online updates from ISMS as developments unfold.
Special coverage on the constitutional challenge
and an in-depth look at the issues in play can be
found in the August Illinois Medicine Express.
Visit www.isms.org to view these items online.

Medicare Déjà vu
CONGRESS IS PAYING EARLIER-THAN-USUAL
attention this year to the continuing debacle of the
Medicare sustainable growth rate formula.
Medicare’s use of this complex measure has for
several years resulted in automatic year-end decreases to physician reimbursement.
In a politically deft maneuver last month, the
U.S. House incorporated a reversal of Medicare’s
impending physician reimbursement cuts (15%
over two years) into legislation expanding and
reauthorizing the State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP). Across the Capitol rotunda, however, the Senate-approved SCHIP bill did
not address Medicare. ISMS continues to work
closely with the American Medical Association to
assure the House-adopted Medicare provision is
preserved when the two versions are reconciled in

conference committee. Yet another hurdle is a
threatened presidential veto based on the SCHIP
expansion. Without congressional action, a 10 percent Medicare physician reimbursement cut will
take effect Jan. 1, 2008.
Long term, medicine’s message and goal remain: Eliminate the SGR and replace it with a fair
funding mechanism that reflects physician practice
costs.
Visit the special Medicare section at
www.isms.org for more information.
Illinois Covered Reemerging?
UPDATE—Illinois’ budgetary odyssey partially
ended when Governor Blagojevich approved the
Illinois budget. His stated goal is to re-appropriate
$500 million in spending toward his proposed
Illinois Covered state health insurance program.
How the General Assembly will react to the governor’s re-appropriation plan may be another epic in
the making. ISMS will continue to voice its concerns over inadequate reimbursement schedules
and coerced physician participation in the plan
through a tying mechanism that would force doctors who contract with private plans to automatically accept Illinois Covered. Check the ISMS Web
site for updates, and the end-of-session report.
(ISMS update continues on p. 10)
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(continued from p. 8)

New Resources for ISMS/CMS Members
ISMS HAS ANEW PATIENT RESOURCE AVAILABLE
to members only, and it’s “going like hotcakes!”
Your Personal Health Record is a pocketsize resource
to help your patients track everything from medications and lab results to insurance providers,
emergency contacts and family medical histories.
Multiple copies are available by calling (800) 7824767, extension 1678, oconnor@isms.org. Download
the Spanish version at www.isms.org

Mark Your Calendars!
WE NEED YOUR VOICE AT THE ISMS
Membership, Education and Management Summit, Sept. 23-24, 2007, at the Oak Brook Marriott
Hotel. This multi-tracked leadership conference
offers special in-depth programming for physicians and medical office managers. For more information, see page 11.
ISMS has endorsed the 2007 Interstate Postgraduate Medical Association’s fall conference,
Improving Patient Outcomes: Advances in Primary
Care. ISMS members can receive a 50% discount

off the $555 conference registration fee. This
excellent CME opportunity runs from Nov. 4-7
in Savannah, GA. IPMA is a not-for-profit educational association whose mission is to disseminate medical knowledge and elevate the
standard of continuing medical education.
Visit www.isms.org to receive the discounted registration rate.
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FOR PHYSICIANS AND PRACTICE MANAGERS

Don’t miss the ISMS Membership Education & Management Summit
REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN FOR THE FIRST
Illinois State Medical Society Membership Education & Management Summit taking place on Sept.
23-24, 2007, in Oak Brook. This event, created for
both physicians and their practice managers, begins on Sunday evening with dinner at Maggiano’s in the Oak Brook Center and a keynote
speaker on “How to Deal with Difficult Patients.”
The Summit will focus on building ISMS membership and its county medical society partners, and
will equip physicians with the tools they need to
strengthen organized medicine, piece by piece.
During Monday’s session, physicians will learn the
ins and outs of their membership benefits. They
will also brainstorm with colleagues and develop
strategies to work more effectively with female
physicians and those physicians in their first five
years of practice. In addition, attendees will discuss
how mentoring young physicians can positively af-

fect membership numbers. During the final session,
physicians will learn recruitment strategies from a
Dale Carnegie sales training specialist.
During the summit, medical practice managers
will learn strategies for hiring and retaining great
staff and how to run a more profitable and efficient
practice. Managers will also learn how they benefit when their physician-employers are ISMS and
CMS members.
In addition to these informative sessions, there
will be a vendor fair and a chance to win great
prizes. Come support your colleagues and network with other physicians from across the state.
Registration is FREE but space is limited. Visit
the Summit’s Web site, www.isms.org/summit2007, for
further details and registration information. If you
have questions, please contact ISMS’ Jim Jacobsohn at
(312) 580-6493. Don’t miss out on this exciting opportunity.
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EVENTS/PROGRAMS
l Sept. 18
Chicago Pediatric Society
General Membership Meeting
“Multicultural Issues in Critical Care”
6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Maggiano’s Little Italy
Chicago, IL
Contact: Jennifer Cox, ext. 324
l Sept. 19
Executive Committee
8 a.m
Chicago Medical Society
Chicago, IL
Contact: ext. 322
l Sept. 19
CMS Insurance Agency Board Meeting
9 a.m.
Chicago Medical Society
Chicago, IL
Contact: ext. 322
l Sept. 19
AMA Sponsored Luncheon for
Rush Medical Students
Morton Grove, IL
Contact: Jennifer Cox, ext. 324
l Sept. 21
OSHA Training Workshop
2 p.m.
Chicago Medical Society
Chicago, IL
Contact: Annette Boksa, ext. 340
l Sept. 23
ISMS Education & Management Summit
6 p.m.
Maggiano’s Restaurant
Oak Brook, IL
Contact: Jim Jacobsohn, (312) 782-1654
l Sept. 24
ISMS Education & Management Summit
7:30 a.m.
Oak Brook Hills Marriott Resort
Oak Brook, IL
Contact: Jim Jacobsohn, (312) 782-1654

l Sept. 25
District 4-General Membership Meeting
“Medical Media”
6:30 p.m.-9 p.m.
Hoffman Estates, IL
Contact: Jennifer Cox, ext. 324
l Sept. 26
CMS Golf Outing
12 p.m.
Ruffled Feathers Golf Course
Lemont, IL
Contact: Megan Whalen, ext. 332
l Sept. 26
Chicago Society of Plastic Surgeons Financial Panel
General Membership Meeting
6-9:30 p.m.
University Club
Chicago, IL
Contact: Jennifer Cox, ext. 324
l Sept. 28
Subcommittee on Joint Sponsorship
12 p.m.
Chicago Medical Society
Chicago, IL
Contact: Annette Boksa, ext. 340
l Sept. 29
Chicago Neurological Society-Complications of
Operations on Brain and Spine
7 a.m.
Stephens Convention Center
Rosemont, IL
Contact: Megan Whalen, ext. 332

CMS Holiday Reception,
SAVE

THE DATES:

Wednesday, Dec. 12

For information, call (312) 670-2550, ext. 322

Midwest Clinical Conference
March 27-29, 2008!

For information, call Annette Boksa at (312) 670-2550
ext. 340, or email aboksa@cmsdocs.org
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ALL CMS MEMBERS AND THEIR GUESTS RECEIVE THE DISCOUNTED CHICAGOURMETS MEMBER PRICE!
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POTPOURRI

Medicare bill passes house; senate passes SCHIP
IN EARLY AUGUST, THE U.S. HOUSE OF
Representatives passed the CHAMP Act (HR 3162),
a proposal to increase funding for the State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP) that
would also replace two years of scheduled Medicare
physician payment cuts totaling 15 percent with
modest increases. The bill would also eliminate
overpayments to the private insurance companies
that administer Medicare Advantage plans.
One day later, the U.S. Senate passed its SCHIP
funding proposal, the Children’s Health Insurance
Program Reauthorization Act. Both houses of
Congress must agree on final provisions before
SCHIP expires on Sept. 30.
ISMS and CMS would like to thank Illinois lawmakers on both sides of the aisle who voted “yes”
on the CHAMP Act. Now, the conference committee must include the Medicare physician payment
in any SCHIP funding proposal headed for the
president’s desk.
“The CHAMP Act will ensure that two of our
most vulnerable populations can get the care they
need. We strongly urge the conference committee
to include in the final legislation the House provisions that stop steep Medicare cuts to physicians,”
said CMS President Saroja Bharati, MD.
Both bills are funded by an increase in federal
tobacco taxes.
Please call your federal legislators today and
urge them to include Medicare language in the
final version of the bill.

Health alert
A fatal lung disease
THE OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH
Administration (OSHA) is alerting health care professionals to the occurrence of occupational lung
disease among employees who are exposed to butter-flavoring ingredients in the microwave popcorn manufacturing industry. In 2000, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) investigated a microwave popcorn manufacturing facility where nine employees developed bronchiolitis obliterans, a severe, potentially
fatal pulmonary disease. The disease is rare and
may be misdiagnosed as asthma, chronic bronchitis, emphysema or other lung diseases. Diacetyl, a

butter-flavoring chemical has been detected by
NIOSH in these cases.
Symptoms of the disease may include cough
(usually non-productive) and dyspnea (particularly with exertion), eye, nose, throat and skin irritation, fever, night sweats and weight loss. Medical
evaluation is characterized by fixed airways obstruction on spirometry after challenge with bronchodilators. Spirometry findings may also include
evidence of restriction. Additional studies such as
diffusing capacity are usually normal, but lung
volumes may show hyperinflation. Chest radiographs are usually normal. If fixed airways obstruction is present and bronchiolitis obliterans is
suspected, referral to pulmonary and radiographic
specialty care is optimal to ensure correct diagnosis and follow-up. Bronchiolitis obliterans is usually diagnosed by findings on paired inspiratory
and expiratory high-resolution computerized tomography scans.
For more information about occupational lung
disease related to flavoring exposures visit:
http://www.osha.gov/SLTC/flavoringlung/index.html
http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2004-110/

Chicago to welcome
Doctors Without Borders
THE HUMANITARIAN GROUP DOCTORS
Without Borders/Médecins Sans Frontières will be
in Chicago this fall, with an exhibit to educate the
general public about the refugee experience.
A refugee camp exhibit will show the current
day-to-day living conditions and circumstances of
refugees and internally displaced people in places
like Chechnya, Columbia, and Sudan. Experienced Doctors Without Borders aid workers will
guide visitors through the camp, explaining the
challenges of building shelter, finding food and
clean water, and handling waste disposal. Tours of
the nutrition tent, vaccination tent, health clinic,
and cholera treatment center will demonstrate
how the organization approaches basic health care
and epidemic control in refugee settings.
The free exhibit runs in Grant Park, Wed., Sept.
19, through Sun., Sept. 23.
For an exhibit map, go to: www.doctorswithoutborders.
org/education/refugeecamp/tour/html.
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